THE ULTIMATE IN
LUXURY AND STYLE

Silent Gliss

50MM
VENETIAN
BLIND
SYSTEMS

Stylish
shading
Silent Gliss offer aluminium, wood or leather slat venetian blinds.
Aluminium slats suit minimalist interior schemes, wood creates a
warm feel, whereas leather adds the ultimate sense of luxury!

PRECISE OPERATION

ARRAY OF COLOURS

Venetian blind systems offer a
practical and flexible shading solution
without compromising style. The slats
can be finely adjusted to manage the
light, glare and heat in a room.

Choose from 9 aluminium colours,
43 wood finishes and 37 leather
colours. From subtle satin finish to
bright high gloss, whatever design
statement you want to make there is
a colour to suit.

FULLY COORDINATED

FULLY CUSTOMISED

TOTAL CONTROL

Silent Gliss take your slat choice and
coordinate the headrail and cords to
give you the best finish possible. Keep
it simple for a sleek look or add fabric
tapes for a softer appearance.

We understand that sometimes you
want a fully customised blind. When
selecting a leather slat you can
choose the colour of your headrail,
cords, stitching colour and even the
finish on the eyelets!

Silent Gliss venetian blinds can be
cord or electrically operated.
The cord operated system features
the unique “Quick Drop”, one small
pull on the operating cord and the
blind will descend in a steady, controlled motion. The cord can then be
used to adjust the tilt of the slat and
to raise the blind.
The electrically operated blinds can
be used with radio controlled wall
switches or hand-held remotes –
control at the touch of a button.

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatments. Since 1952 we have been tirelessly committed
to the development of the worlds` smoothest, quietest systems
using state of the art technology.
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Driven by customer needs, Silent Gliss offers functional and
durable products. Expert technical advice coupled with installation
and support services complete the offer.
Silent Gliss stands for innovative, sustainable,
tailor made solutions, exceptional design and
first-class quality.

